
Inventory is your single largest investment and asset—and that alone makes it 

worth managing as carefully as possible. Just as importantly, inventory ordering 

and stocking decisions have everything to do with your business’s growth  

and profitability. 

Run out of a popular item too often, and you’ll lose customers. Fail to stock 

enough variety, and customers will shop elsewhere. But stock too much of an 

item—or a range of items—and you’ll needlessly tie up capital and credit while 

profits suffer.

The keys to stocking the right quantities of the right items start with a clear 

vision of what’s in stock, how much is already committed to a sale, what’s 

backordered, and what’s on the way. It’s also important to know about order 

lead times, along with current and past sales trends. And perhaps the most 

critical element is the ability to accurately forecast demand—and that is a science 

all its own.

Take the Guesswork out of  
Inventory Planning—and Watch Your 
Business Grow

The new Eagle Inventory Planner solution makes it much easier to keep inventory 

levels where they’ll do your business the most good—just enough to avoid 

stockouts, but not so much that it drags down profits or wastes space.

Taking advantage of the wide array of data held in the Technology Foundation 

Pack and state-of-the art forecasting models, the solution provides you with 

significantly improved accuracy in demand forecasting.

Eagle Inventory Planner also brings more precision to a number of key planning 

elements—lead times, usage computation, order points, and more. It can 

even give different weights to specific time periods to reflect seasonal or other 

market fluctuations, or promotions that may have impacted sales. Epicor’s co-op 

partners have also provided their input into the best-practice forecast models to 

ensure that the models are formulated specifically for their operations.

With Eagle Inventory Planner, it’s easy to synchronize supply and demand—and 

that means more sales, at higher margins.
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Product
Epicor® Eagle®

Benefits
XX Improve customer satisfaction 

and loyalty by synchronizing 

supply with demand, and 

minimizing stockouts

XXMinimize costly markdowns—

and boost margins—by 

avoiding overstocks

XX Speed and simplify inventory 

planning, ordering, and shelf 

management, by taking 

guesswork out of the process

XX Reduce inventory carrying 

costs and improve cash 

flow by forecasting demand 

with greater accuracy and 

precision, then ordering 

accordingly

XX Increase both sales and 

profits on new  

items by leveraging data-

based forecasts  

of similar items

XXWiden your appeal to new 

and existing customers by 

adding both depth and 

breadth to your inventory
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Improve Customer Service, 
Satisfaction, and Loyalty

XX Have the items your customers want in stock, when 
they want them

XX Carry wider variety without increasing inventory costs, 
appealing to more customers

Reduce Inventory Costs and 
Eliminate Guesswork

XX Stop carrying too much safety stock—have just 
enough to meet your customers’ needs

XX Complete inventory planning tasks with  
greater efficiency

XX Best-fit Forecasting automatically chooses ideal 
forecast method for each item

XX Best-practice models for Co-Ops included

XX Greater precision at multiple points in the process 
means more accurate forecasts and smarter buying

Increase Sales and Profits on 
New Items—and More

XX New Item Proxies lets you leverage historical data for 
items similar to your new ones—no starting from 
scratch, no guesswork

Manage Service Levels Directly 
(instead of hoping for the best)

XX Set the percentage of time you want an item to be in 
stock when consumers are ready to buy

XX Excellent alternative to “days of stock” method for 
many types of items

XX Directly ties inventory decisions to customer 
satisfaction and future loyalty

More Precise—but Easier—
Inventory Decision-making

XX Use effective-dates to isolate periods when  
markets change

XX More granular lead times—tracked by item, vendor, 
PO, and more

XX On-Screen Plan Analysis gives instant, what-if answers 
on inventory levels, turns, GMROI, and  
dollar commitment
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Contact us for more information on Epicor Products and Services

 +1.888.463.4700     eagle@epicor.com     www.epicor.com

Hardware and Software 
Prerequisites

XX Eagle OS and Technology Foundation Pack

XX Eagle for Windows® Inventory Pro

XX Currently licensed Eagle, Release 21 or higher

http://www.epicor.com/company/connect-with-epicor.aspx
http://www.epicor.com

